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ABSTRACT

This observational study focuses on remote forcing of the dominant pattern of north tropical Atlantic sea
surface temperature (SST) anomalies by ENSO and NAO. Based on a spring SST index of the north tropical
Atlantic (NTA) SST (58–258N), it is shown that almost all NTA–SST extreme events from 1950 to the present
can be related to either ENSO or NAO. Since the SST NTA events lag NAO and ENSO events, NTA variability
is interpreted as being largely a response to remote NAO or ENSO forcing.

The local response of the tropical Atlantic to these external sources—whether it be ENSO or the NAO—is
observed to be rather similar: changes in surface winds induce changes in latent heating that, in turn, generate
SST anomalies. Once generated, the latter are damped through local air–sea interaction, at a rate estimated to
be 10 W m22 K21.

Experiments with simple models, but driven by observations, strongly suggests that variability on interannual
to interdecadal timescales—both time series and spectral signatures—can be largely explained as a result of
direct atmospheric forcing, without the need to invoke a significant role for local unstable air–sea interactions
or ocean circulation.

1. Introduction

The dominant pattern of variability in sea surface
temperature (SST) and surface winds over the tropical
Atlantic is characterized by anomalous SST conditions
north of the equator [the north tropical Atlantic (NTA)],
cross-equatorial flow, and a modulation in the strength
of the southeast and northeast trade winds (Nobre and
Shukla 1996). As documented by various studies, these
surface climate anomalies covary with changes in pre-
cipitation over the nordeste Brazil and subsaharan West
Africa (see the recent review by Marshall et al. 2001).

Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain
the origin of these interannual changes. One appealing
scenario is that NTA variability might reflect coupled
atmosphere–ocean interactions. This idea is motivated
by the sensitivity of the atmosphere to tropical SST
anomalies, and the potential for a large-scale positive
feedback between changes in wind, evaporation, and
SST (WES; Xie and Philander 1994). A warm NTA
SST anomaly can induce a surface cross-equatorial flow
with enhanced trades south of the equator and reduced
trades north of the equator, in the form of a C-shaped
anomalous circulation. The anomalous westerlies to the
north of the equator may overlay the initial warm SST
anomaly and enhance it through a reduction in surface
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evaporation because of lighter winds, thus providing a
positive feedback. Idealized coupled models including
ocean circulation and the WES feedback do indeed sug-
gest that coupled dynamics might play a role in NTA
variability on interannual to decadal timescales (Chang
et al. 1997; Xie 1999), with the mean ocean circulation
perhaps providing the damping (Chang et al. 2001;
Seager et al. 2001).

Much of the NTA variability, however, could merely
be a consequence of remote forcing by climate vari-
ability outside the tropical Atlantic. Strong candidates
for such a remote forcing of NTA variability are ENSO
(Covey and Hastenrath 1978; Curtis and Hastenrath
1995; Nobre and Shukla 1996; Enfield and Mayer 1997;
Saravanan and Chang 2000) and the North Atlantic Os-
cillation (NAO; Grötzner et al. 1998; Czaja and Mar-
shall 2001). ENSO and NAO events are indeed known
to impact the trade winds over the Atlantic and the latter
have been shown to be instrumental in driving NTA
SST anomalies through their impact on latent heat ex-
change at the ocean surface (e.g., Halliwell and Mayer
1996; Carton et al. 1996). In this view, little role is
required by ocean dynamics over the NTA region, as
has been hinted at in several modeling studies (e.g.,
Carton et al. 1996; Halliwell 1998).

Giannini et al. (2001) view the competing influence
of ENSO and the NAO on NTA variability as a mod-
ulation of ENSO teleconnections to the tropical North
Atlantic. But more fundamentally, might NTA SST var-
iability simply reflect the Atlantic signature of the
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FIG. 1. Normalized NTA SST index time series from NCEP–NCAR
(continuous curve) with years of high (larger than 0.5 std dev) and
low (lower than 20.5 std dev) phases of (a) NAO and (b) ENSO,
indicated as gray and black circles, respectively. The year refers to
the Jan month in the definition of the NAO and Niño-3 indices.

TABLE 1. Statistics based on Fig. 1. The number of positive and
negative (in parentheses) NAO and ENSO events are given, as well
as the number of total high and low NTA events (amplitude larger
than one std dev). The months over which the indices are defined are
given in parentheses.

NTA index
(MAM)

NAO
(DJFM)

ENSO
(DJF)

Neither NAO
nor ENSO Total

$11 std dev
#21 std dev

2 (3)
5 (1)

5 (0)
0 (8)

1
0

7
9

warming–cooling of the tropical belt associated with
ENSO, and the tropical Atlantic signature of the NAO-
forced SST tripole in the North Atlantic (the so-called
‘‘southern lobe’’ of the tripole)? In this paper we address
this question quantitatively and base our analysis on an
SST index defined over the NTA region (58–258N, 608–
208W) and averaged over time from March–April–May
(MAM). This particular index is chosen because it cap-
tures the center of action of the dominant mode of NTA
SST variability (e.g., Nobre and Shukla 1996; Dom-
menget and Latif 2000) that is most pronounced in
spring (Nobre and Shukla 1996). Unless explicitly men-
tioned, all data considered are from the National Centers
for Environmental Prediction–National Center for At-
mospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis over the
period 1950–99 (Kalnay et al. 1996; Trenberth et al.
2001).

The paper is structured as follows. First we show that
almost all major NTA SST events observed over 1950–
99 can be related to NAO or ENSO anomalies (section
2). We then investigate the mechanism behind this influ-
ence (section 3), and derive a simple model to simulate
NTA variability (section 4). A discussion of the fre-

quency dependence of ENSO and NAO forcing is given
in section 5. Conclusions are offered in section 6.

2. A simple partitioning of NTA variability

As a simple way to study the dependence of NTA
variability on NAO and ENSO, we show in Fig. 1 the
NTA SST index (continuous curve in Figs. 1a,b) along
with years of high and low phases of the NAO (Fig.
1a) and ENSO (Fig. 1b), as indicated by gray and black
circles, respectively. The NAO and ENSO phases are
determined from the wintertime (DJFM) sea level pres-
sure (SLP) index of Hurrell (1995) and the so-called
Niño-3 (58S–58N, 908–1508W) SST index (Philander
1990) in winter (DJF), respectively (all climate indices
used in this study were downloaded from the NCAR
Climate Analysis Section Data Catalog available online
at http://goldhill.cgd.ucar.edu/cas/catalog/). Consistent
with the idea that NAO and ENSO are independent
modes of climate variability, the correlation between the
two indices is not significant (0.05). Note that all time
series considered in this study have been linearly de-
trended prior to any computation or display.

The visual impression from Fig. 1a is that negative
NAO events tend to be associated with warm NTA con-
ditions, and positive NAO events with cold NTA con-
ditions. More often than not [about two-thirds of the
low (high) NAO events correspond to warm (cold) NTA
conditions] strong NAO events are clearly identifiable
in the NTA SST index time series (e.g., the low NAO
phase of 1969 or the high NAO phase of 1989). An
opposite phase relationship is found between the NTA
and ENSO indices (Fig. 1b). One sees that warm El
Niño years are typically associated with warm NTA
conditions (three-fourths of the positive Niño-3 events),
the reverse situation being seen even more frequently
during La Niña years (seven-eighths of the negative
Niño-3 events are associated with cold NTA conditions).
On occasions, NAO and ENSO add constructively to
create NTA anomalies (e.g., the coldest NTA conditions
seen in Fig. 1 during the mid 1970s), but they also tend
to cancel one another at other times (e.g., the impact of
the strong ENSO event of 1983 is reduced owing to
positive NAO conditions that year). Similar conclusions
were reached by Giannini et al. (2001) based on a linear
regression analysis over 1949–99.

Table 1 summarizes the analysis of the NTA index.
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FIG. 2. Regression map of surface wind stress (arrows, scale in the top-right corner); net surface heat flux
(contoured every 5 W m22, positive into the ocean, dashed when negative, zero contour thickened); and SST
(shaded, in K) onto the NTA SST index time series in MAM.

Over seven strong warm NTA events, only one (in 1980)
was not either related to ENSO or the NAO. All nine
strong cold NTA events are either related to ENSO or
the NAO. We emphasize that the NAO and ENSO in-
dices used are defined in winter (DJFM and DJF, re-
spectively), whereas the NTA index is defined the fol-
lowing spring (MAM). The previous associations are
thus suggestive of a significant predictive skill of NTA
variability solely based on preceding NAO or ENSO
events. We examine below the physical mechanisms that
are responsible for these lagged associations.

3. Mechanisms governing NTA variability

a. The development and decay of an anomalous NTA
event

To document the relationship between anomalies in
surface wind stress, net surface heat flux, and SST dur-
ing the development and decay of anomalous NTA
events, we have regressed these fields onto the NTA
SST index (Fig. 2). The regression map shows the sur-
face wind (arrows), net surface heat flux (contours), and
SST (shading) anomalies are associated with a one stan-

dard deviation change in the NTA SST index. It is dis-
played as a function of latitude (108S–308N, y axis) and
time lag (from the fall prior to the warm spring NTA
event to the following fall, x axis). All fields were av-
eraged zonally between 408 and 208W. The regression
map for SST shows a warm anomaly centered in spring
(MAM) between 108 and 208N, consistent with the def-
inition of the NTA index (SST averaged over 58–258N
and MAM—see introduction). The anomalous SST pat-
tern persists through the following fall, indicating a typ-
ical persistence time of about 6 months.

The map for the surface wind is dominated by winter
(JFM) anomalous westerly winds centered along 208N,
with a typical meridional scale of 108. The westerly
wind anomalies reflect a weakening of the trades prior
(1–2 months) to the warm NTA event, and are likely to
be primarily responsible for the generation of the event
through reduced evaporative loss over the NTA region
(see Figs. 3b,c). North of 108N, the wind anomaly per-
sists from January to March and subsequently disap-
pears, which we interpret as reflecting the persistence
of NAO and ENSO, and a negligible feedback of NTA
SST onto the 108–308N wind anomalies (see sections
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for (a) mixed layer heat storage, (b) latent heating, and (c) wind-induced
changes in latent heating. All fields are in W m22 with a contour interval of 2.5 W m22. The SST tendency
was computed from Fig. 2 using the finite difference in time.

3a and 4). South of 108N, however, we observe a si-
multaneous evolution of anomalous SST and northward
winds across the equator from January to July, with a
strengthening of the southeast trades south of the equa-
tor and a weakening of the northeast trades north of the
equator in the form of a C-shaped anomalous circula-
tion. The latter reflects a northward shift of the spring
intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). Since various
observational (Hastenrath and Greischar 1993; Chiang
et al. 2002), and modeling studies suggest a similar and
robust anomalous circulation forced by warm NTA SST
anomalies (Chang et al. 2000; Sutton et al. 2000; Chiang
et al. 2001), it seems likely that the ITCZ shifts north-
ward in response to the warm SST anomaly peaking in
MAM. According to this interpretation, the persistence
of wind anomaly south of 108N would then reflect the
persistence of the NTA SST anomaly itself.

The pattern of anomalous net surface heat flux (con-
toured in Fig. 2, positive into the ocean as continuous
curve) indicates anomalous warming of the ocean prior
to the warm spring SST anomaly (continuous contours
in JFM over 58–258N) and anomalous cooling north of
108N afterward (dashed contours), but note that the sur-
face warming persists through spring in the deep Tropics

(see below). Further analysis indicates that the net heat-
ing–cooling anomalies are almost entirely due to latent
heating anomalies. To check quantitatively that the latter
are responsible for the generation and decay of the warm
SST anomaly, we compare the mixed layer heat storage
rCp dT/dt (Fig. 3a; where r is the density of seawater,h
Cp its heat capacity, and the seasonally and latitudi-h
nally varying mixed layer depth from Levitus and Boyer
1994) with the observed changes in latent heating (Fig.
3b). Over the core of the NTA SST anomaly (108–208N)
there is a good agreement between both fields before
and after spring, indicating that latent heating is not only
generating the SST anomaly but is also damping the
SST anomaly once it is generated. The damping heat
flux is about 5 W m22 for a 0.5-K SST anomaly (Fig.
2), implying a damping rate of about 10 W m22 K21.
This damping rate is in agreement with that estimated
by Frankignoul and Kestenare (2001, manuscript sub-
mitted to Climate Dyn.). Since wind anomalies over the
core of the NTA SST anomaly (108–208N) disappear by
the time the latter has reached its peak (Fig. 2), the
damping strength of 10 W m22 K21 should only be set
by mean wind speed and the local adjustment of tem-
perature and moisture in the atmospheric boundary layer
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to the NTA SST anomaly (Frankignoul et al. 1998).
Note that for a typical mixed layer depth of 40 m, 10
W m22 K21 amounts to a persistence time of 6 months,
consistent with that suggested in Fig. 2.

Figure 3b indicates a slightly larger heating rate than
accounted for by mixed layer storage (Fig. 3a) in winter
(JFM) north of 108N. This is consistent with the impact
of anomalous Ekman currents on SST, which is expected
to oppose the latent heating anomaly (reduced trades
leading to reduced northward heat transport over the
NTA region and anomalous cooling of SST). The small
difference hinted at in Figs. 3a,b amounts to a couple
of W m22, less than 20% of the evaporative forcing.

The observed changes in latent heating over the deep
Tropics in spring (Figs. 2, 3b) imply a sustained warm-
ing of the SST anomaly rather than a damping, as found
north of 108N. To elucidate the origin of this warming
we have computed the changes in latent heating induced
by changes in wind speed using bulk formulas (Fig. 3c;
see the appendix for details of the computation) and
have compared them to the observed changes in latent
heating (Fig. 3b). It is found that the heating south of
108N in spring is explained by the changes in the surface
winds during that time, that is, by the cross-equatorial
flow and its related weakening of the northeast trades.
To the extent that these wind changes are indeed a re-
sponse to the warm SST anomaly, as suggested above,
Fig. 3c is indicative of a positive feedback (the WES
mechanism, see introduction) in spring, extending from
the equator to about 158N. Note, however, that it is only
in the deep Tropics (south of 108N) that the WES feed-
back dominates over the local damping, since Fig. 3b
indicates a net cooling of the warm SST anomaly north
of 108N. Both the increase of the local damping with
mean wind speed (see Frankignoul et al. 1998) and the
stronger wind-induced latent heating near 58N (Fig. 3c)
contribute to the confinement of the WES feedback to
the deep Tropics. It has not been attempted to diagnose
further which processes balance the (WES-related) la-
tent heating in the deep Tropics (possibly mean advec-
tion by the ocean, as suggested by Chang et al. 2001;
Seager et al. 2001) since the core of the NTA SST
anomaly (the focus of this study) is found northward of
108N, and is overall not affected by the WES mecha-
nism.

Finally, note that no indication was found that the
SST anomaly regressed onto the NTA SST index could
become negative south of the equator when extending
Fig. 2 to 308S (not shown). Thus, our analysis does not
support the ‘‘dipole SST mode’’ invoked by various
authors (e.g., Chang et al. 1997; Xie 1999).

b. Impact of ENSO and NAO on anomalous NTA
events

The previous section suggests the following scenario.
A warm spring NTA event is initiated by a reduction
in surface evaporative loss (associated with reduced

trades) over the NTA region in winter. The latter is
explained mostly by a reduction in the strength of the
trade winds, as suggested by this study (Figs. 2, 3c) and
others (e.g., Halliwell and Mayer 1996). Once the SST
anomaly is created (late winter to spring) it releases its
heat content to the atmosphere locally through enhanced
evaporation at a rate estimated to be .10 W m22 K21.
Since the analysis in section 3a is linear, the reverse
chain of arguments apply to cold NTA events. The
strong impact of ENSO and NAO onto NTA demon-
strated in section 2 should thus simply result from a
modulation of the strength of the trade winds in winter.

Figure 4 is a correlation map of the wintertime sea
level pressure (SLP) anomaly onto the Niño-3 (Fig. 4a)
and Hurrell’s NAO (Fig. 4b) indices. One recovers the
north–south dipole characteristic of the NAO, with a
positive NAO event associated with a stronger subtrop-
ical high. The map for Niño-3 shows more of a south-
west to northeast orientation, with an opposite pressure
anomaly over the western subtropical gyre and the trop-
ical Atlantic basin. It has been suggested that the neg-
ative pressure anomaly over the western subtropical
gyre is part of the Pacific–North American (PNA) pat-
tern forced by positive ENSO events, while the positive
pressure anomaly found in the Tropics reflects a shift
of the Walker circulation (Klein et al. 1999). From Fig.
4, ENSO and NAO anomalies in SLP are thus indeed
expected to modulate the strength of the trade winds
over the NTA region, but with positive NAO and ENSO
events opposing each other, as was found in section 2.
Table 2 further illustrates this point by comparing the
NAO and ENSO indices to an index of the trade winds
(zonal surface wind stress anomalies averaged over 108–
308N, 408–208W in JFM), as was done for the NTA SST
index in Table 1. Again, a clear separation of strong
anomalous trade events as a function of NAO and ENSO
is indicated, with only 2 out of 17 events not explained
by either NAO or ENSO.

A regression analysis similar to that of Fig. 2 is shown
in Fig. 5 but based on ENSO and NAO indices. Positive
ENSO events are associated with anomalous westerlies
(Fig. 5a) inducing heating over the NTA region at a rate
of about 10 W m22. Once the surface wind anomaly
disappears in spring, the surface heat flux changes sign
over the SST anomaly and damps the latter, except again
between 58 and 108N in spring. Consistent with section
3 and with Klein et al.’s (1999) results, the regression
map for the net surface heat flux is largely dominated
by changes in latent heating with little contribution from
radiative and sensible flux (not shown). The regression
map based on the negative NAO index (Fig. 5b) shows
basically the same pattern of surface heating–cooling of
SST over 108–208N (the core of the NTA SST event),
although the map differs somewhat from that based on
Niño-3 south of 58N. Note also the different persistence
of 108–308N wind anomalies for ENSO (JFM) and NAO
(JF) regression maps. This is likely to have resulted from
the persistence of ENSO and NAO themselves, with no
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FIG. 4. Correlation map of wintertime (JFM) SLP anomaly and (a) DJF Niño-3 SST index, and (b) DJFM
NAO index of Hurrell. Correlations are contoured every 0.2, dashed when negative. The zero contour is
omitted. A correlation of 0.3 is significant at the 95% level, assuming independent samples. The NAO and
ENSO indices are the same as those used in Fig. 1.

TABLE 2. Same as Table 1 but for an index of the trade winds
(see text for a definition). A positive value of the trade wind index
indicates anomalous westerly wind, i.e., reduced trade winds.

Trade winds
index (JFM)

NAO
(DJFM)

ENSO
(DJF)

Neither NAO
nor ENSO Total

$11 std dev
#21 std dev

0 (7)
5 (0)

6 (1)
0 (4)

1
1

9
8

additional memory added to the wind anomaly by the
local interaction with the NTA SST. This latter point—
negligible feedback of NTA SST anomaly on the 108–
308N surface wind—is further discussed in section 4.

In summary, a similar mechanism is responsible for
the forcing of NTA variability by both ENSO and NAO.
It consists in a modulation of latent heating through
changes in trade wind speeds and a subsequent local
damping through air–sea interactions. The fact that al-
most all strong NTA SST and trade winds events can
be related to either NAO or ENSO (Tables 1 and 2)
suggests that a simple model driven by observed NAO
and ENSO wind anomalies should capture NTA vari-
ability. This is studied in the next section.

4. A simple model for NTA variability

Let us assume, motivated by the previous section, that
SST anomalies over the NTA region are essentially driv-
en by changes in latent heating. That is,

dT
rC h 5 F , (1)p 0 latdt

where h0 is an annual mean mixed layer depth (h0 5
40 m is found when averaging over time and latitude),h
Flat the latent heating (positive when warming the
ocean), and T the SST, all fields averaged over the NTA
region (58–258N, 608–208W).

As a simple index of wind anomalies associated with
NAO and ENSO, Fig. 4 suggests that we average SLP
anomalies north of the NTA region, say 208–408N, 708–
108W.1 Positive anomalies of that index (denoted by
STH for subtropical high) reflect a strengthening of the
trades and yield enhanced evaporative loss over the
NTA region (Flat , 0). Since anomalous heating is also
affected by the SST anomaly, once the latter is gener-
ated, we write

F 5 2a STH 2 gT,lat (2)

where a (positive, in W m22 mb21) scales a change in
the strength of the subtropical high into a change in
latent heating, and g (in W m22 K21) measures the
sensitivity of Flat to SST. Combining (1) and (2), we
obtain

dT
rC h 5 2aSTH 2 gT. (3)p 0 dt

1 The choice of an SLP index rather than wind stress will allow
us to use the long record of reconstructed SLP anomalies of Kaplan
et al. 2000 (see below).
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FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 2 but regressed onto (a) Niño-3 SST index, and (b) negative NAO index.

FIG. 6. Cross-correlation function between the monthly NTA SST
and STH indices (see text for a definition). STH leads at positive
lags (in months). The dashed gray lines indicate an approximate 95%
confidence level, taking into account the month-to-month persistence
of the STH index.

The latter model is probably the simplest proposed so
far for NTA variability. It is close to that of Frankignoul
and Hasselman (1977) for extratropical SST anomalies.
Note, however, that the forcing (the STH index) is
slightly red, rather than white as in Frankignoul and
Hasselman (1977), because of the influence of NAO
and ENSO on the subtropical high. It is assumed that
the strength of the subtropical high is not affected by
the NTA SST anomaly, so that the only feedback in-
cluded in the model is the local damping effect of latent
heating. This assumption is supported by an analysis of
the correlation between NTA SST and STH (Fig. 6).
The correlation function is strongly asymmetric with
temporal lag, having a minimum when SST lags by one
month (strong STH drives cold SST), and not being
significant when SST leads STH. This is a known sig-
nature of one-way forcing of the ocean by the atmo-
sphere (e.g., Frankignoul 1985).2 Note that very similar
results are obtained when the trade wind index of Table
2 rather than STH is used when computing the cross-
correlation function (not shown).

The model (3) has two parameters, a and g. As de-
tailed in the appendix, the scaling factor a can be rough-

2 Note that the marginal correlation observed in Fig. 6 when SST
leads STH by one month is likely to reflect the month-to-month
persistence of the subtropical high, rather than a feedback of the NTA
SST anomaly onto the subtropical high (e.g., Frankignoul et al. 1998).
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FIG. 7. Observed (black) and simulated (gray) NTA SST indices
(in K) over the period 1950–99: (a) spring (MAM averaged) anom-
alies, and (b) all months.

FIG. 8. Power spectrum of observed (black) and simulated (gray)
NTA SST indices from Fig. 7b. The frequency is expressed in cycles
per year (cpy) and the power spectrum in K2 cpy21. The spectrum
was estimated using the multitaper method (Percival and Walden
1993), after linearly detrending the time series. The vertical line gives
the 95% confidence level on the spectral estimate.

ly estimated from bulk formulas and regression analysis
of surface wind onto the STH index, yielding a value
a . 6 W m22 mb21. Note that a strengthening of the
subtropical high rapidly (on an inertial period) sets a
stronger northward Ekman heat transport over the NTA
region, which reduces the evaporative forcing of the
NTA SST anomaly, and can also be modeled by an a
term in (3). This opposing effect was estimated to be
less than 20% in section 3a, which is probably in the
error bar of our estimate of a. Accordingly, we keep a
5 6 W m22 mb21 for simplicity. The sensitivity g was
estimated to be g . 10 W m22 K21 in section 3a. Using
these values one can integrate (3) forward in time and
simulate the time history of the NTA SST index from
the knowledge of the monthly time series of the sub-
tropical high index.

The resulting hindcast NTA SST time series is com-
pared to the observed time series in Fig. 7 (Fig. 7a for
the spring season, Fig. 7b for all months). One observes
that most of the strong positive and negative events
are well reproduced (e.g., positive events of 1958,
1969, and 1998; negative events of the mid-1970s,
1989, and 1994), as are the decadal fluctuations (low
conditions of the 1970s and the 1990s, and the sub-
sequent upward trend). The temporal correlation be-
tween the simulated and observed monthly NTA index
is high (0.7), and it even slightly increases when only
the spring period is considered (0.72). Analysis in the
frequency domain shows significant coherence be-

tween observed and simulated time series on a broad
range of timescales, with about 60% of the variance
captured at decadal timescales (not shown). The spec-
tra of the simulated and observed time series are almost
indistinguishable (Fig. 8).

5. Frequency dependence of remote ENSO and
NAO forcing

The previous analysis, although strongly suggestive
of NTA variability being driven by NAO and ENSO,
does not quantitatively assess the relative importance of
ENSO and NAO and the frequency dependence of their
impact on NTA variability. The short record (50 yr)
studied here clearly limits our ability to partition the
variance into frequency bands, and so we consider a
longer record of NTA SST, ENSO, and NAO indices.
These were obtained from the Kaplan et al. (1997) SST
dataset averaged over the NTA region in MAM, an up-
dated Darwin SLP record in DJF (Trenberth 1984), and
the previously used NAO index of Hurrell in DJFM
(1995), respectively. The overlapping period covered by
these indices is 1882–1992 (110 yr).

Figure 9 shows the squared coherence (Fig. 9a) and
phase (Fig. 9b) between the NTA SST index and ENSO
(gray) and the NTA SST index and NAO (black). In-
terestingly, the cospectral analysis reveals a simple
partitioning: ENSO dominates over NAO at interannual
timescales (2–7 yr) but NAO dominates over ENSO on
timescales longer than decadal. In these respective fre-
quency bands the phase is stable (Fig. 9b), with an in-
phase relationship between ENSO and NTA SST (warm
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FIG. 9. Cospectral analysis of NTA SST and ENSO (gray), and
NTA SST and NAO (black) indices. (a) Squared coherence (the hor-
izontal dashed line gives an approximate 95% confidence level), and
(b) phase (in degrees). The cospectra were estimated using a Daniell
window (averaged over six frequency bins).

FIG. 10. Time series of simulated (gray) and observed (black) NTA
SST in MAM (in K). Dashed lines indicate 10-yr running mean.

ENSO events covary with warm NTA SST events) but
out-of-phase relationship (61808) between NAO and
NTA SST (positive NAO events covary with cold NTA
SST events), in agreement with previous sections. From
Fig. 9a, typically 70% of the NTA SST variance at
interannual timescales can be attributed to ENSO. NAO
is seen to account for 50% of the low-frequency (decadal
and interdecadal timescales) fluctuations of the NTA
SST index.

If the stronger coherence found with ENSO at time-
scales of 2–7 years can be expected from the broadband
peak displayed by the Niño-3 index in that band, the
frequency dependence of the coherence between NTA
SST and NAO is more intriguing because Hurrell’s NAO
index is only weakly red (Wunsch 1999). An interesting
possibility could be that the dominance of NAO over
ENSO at long timescales might result from changes in
the North Atlantic meridional overturning circulation
(MOC) in addition to the evaporative forcing encap-
sulated in (1). Indeed, both NAO and MOC have been
suggested to covary at interdecadal timescales, with
large related changes in ocean heat transport at 258N
(e.g., Häkkinen 1999; Eden and Jung 2001), which
could impact NTA SST variability. To clarify the rel-
evance of the model (3) at these long timescales we
have integrated (3) forward in time using a long time
series of the STH index from Kaplan et al.’s (2000) SLP
data (1856–1992), and the same a and g as in section
4. In the resulting spring (MAM), the NTA SST index
is compared to that from the Kaplan et al.’s (1997) SST
data in Fig. 10, with a 10-yr running mean indicated as
dashed lines. Again, one observes a good agreement

between simulated (gray) and observed (black) time se-
ries at interannual timescales (the correlation of the raw
time series is 0.62). However, even better agreement is
found for the low-pass time series (the negative SST
tendency of 1880–1910, the positive tendency of 1920–
60, and the subsequent negative tendency). Overall, Fig.
10 strongly suggests that the model (3) is relevant at
decadal and longer timescales, and that geostrophic
ocean dynamics is of secondary importance even at
these long timescales in the hindcast of NTA SST var-
iability. The weakness of mean SST gradients over 58–
258N might limit the impact of changes in ocean cir-
culation on the oceanic mixed layer heat budget at these
latitudes, and possibly explain the good simulation of
the interdecadal changes in Fig. 10, but a complete ex-
planation requires further modeling studies. We note
that, on the long term, ocean heat transport divergence–
convergence is also not crucial over the NTA region,
since net radiation and evaporation approximately bal-
ance each other when annually and meridionally aver-
aged over the latitude band 58–258N (not shown).

6. Conclusions

Almost all strong anomalies in the north tropical At-
lantic (NTA) SST observed from 1950 to the present
can be accounted for by prior ENSO or NAO events.
The NAO and ENSO influence is felt through the semi-
permanent subtropical high pressure system and the re-
lated trade winds, whose intensity modulates the latent
heating at the ocean surface. Once generated, a warm
NTA SST anomaly releases its energy to the atmosphere
through enhanced evaporation at a rate of .10 W m22

K21. This local process sets the persistence of the anom-
aly (about 6 months); the positive (WES) feedback hint-
ed at in our study occurs too far to the south (08–108N)
to significantly impact the evolution of the NTA SST
anomaly. A simple model combining these elements,
Eq. (3), is successful in simulating NTA variability on
timescales ranging from interannual to interdecadal.

On the evidence of the observations and models an-
alyzed here, there does not appear to be significant in-
trinsic north tropical Atlantic variability. Local geo-
strophic ocean dynamics and large-scale unstable air–
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TABLE A1. Annual and latitudinal averaged dFlat (in W m22) in-
duced by a one std dev change in the STH–SLP index described in
the main text. The result is given for various background turbulent
velocities w, (over the range 0.5–4 m s21) and constant CE (expressed
as fraction of C where C 5 1.5 3 1023 is a reference value givenref ref

E E

in Gill 1982).

( /w,)
CE

refCE

Turbulent velocity w,

0.5 1 2 4

0.5
1
2

5
10
20

4.9
9.8

19.5

4.5
9.1

18.2

3.8
7.5
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sea interactions do not have to be invoked to explain
low-frequency fluctuations in this region. The fluctua-
tions in NTA SST seem to arise largely as a mirror image
of the changes in the strength of the subtropical high,
with little indication that they can feed back significantly
upon the latter. The results presented here contrast with
those obtained with the mid- to high-latitude SST anom-
aly of the North Atlantic. There, the pronounced de-
parture from red noise–type spectra observed in the long
record of SST (e.g., Czaja and Marshall 2001) suggests
a stronger role for ocean circulation than in the north
tropical Atlantic.
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APPENDIX

Surface Latent Heating Sensitivity to Wind Changes

Denoting the density of air by ra, its specific humidity
by qa, the saturation specific humidity at the sea surface
temperature by qs, and the wind speed by w, the evapo-
ration flux E over the ocean can be written (Gill 1982) as

E 5 r C w(q 2 q ),a E s a (A1)

where CE is a dimensionless coefficient. The latent heat-
ing is Flat 5 Ly E, where Ly 5 2.5 3 106 J kg21 is the
latent heat of vaporization of water.

Decomposing the wind speed as w 5
where (u, y) are the zonal and merid-2 2 2Ïu 1 y 1 w*

ional wind velocities 10 m above the ocean, and w* is
a turbulent background wind speed (Xie and Philander
1994), a change du in zonal wind induces a change dFlat

u
dF 5 L r C (q 2 q ) du, (A2)lat y a E s a w

where variables other than u have been kept constant.
For small du we approximate the ratio of changes to a
derivative so that

]F ulat 5 L r C (q 2 q ) (A3)y a E s a]u w

and likewise for a change in meridional wind

]F ylat 5 L r C (q 2 q ) . (A4)y a E s a]y w

A change (du, dy) in wind vector thus induces a change
in latent heating

]F ]Flat latdF 5 du 1 dylat ]u ]u

udu 1 ydy
5 L r C (q 2 q ) . (A5)y a E s a w

In this study, we have approximated the zonal average

of dFlat in (A5) by the dFlat change obtained with zonally
averaged u, y, w, qs, qa, du, and dy in (A5). This is
justified by the fact that over the zonal belt considered
(at most 608–208W) the variables in (A5) do not vary
much with longitude. Note also that all variables are
seasonally varying (except w* and CE, which are con-
stant in space and time—see below), so that the change
dFlat can be computed for each month. The required
mean seasonal cycle of u, y, w, qs, and qa was con-
structed from the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis over the pe-
riod of study 1959–99, while the (du, dy) were estimated
by regression onto a specified climate index (NTA SST
for Fig. 3c, STH–SLP for a).

The technique is clearly sensitive to the choice of the
constants w* and CE. Table A1 illustrates the change
dFlat induced by a one standard deviation change in the
STH–SLP index for plausible choices of w* and CE

(note that in Table A1, dFlat was furthermore averaged
over the annual cycle and the latitude band 58–258N).
The sensitivity to CE is linear, as expected from (A5),
and overall dominates that associated with w*. The pa-
rameter a was deduced by averaging the numbers in
Table A1 (10.6 W m22) and dividing this number by
the standard deviation of the monthly STH–SLP index
(1.68 mb) yielding a . 6 W m22 mb21. Figure 3c was
computed with w* 5 2 m s21 and CE 5 2/3 , whererefC E

5 1.5 3 1023 is a reference value given in GillrefC E

(1982).
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